We study the action of right conjugates of a standard morphism on the in nite word (if exists) generated by this morphism. We prove that when g is the i-th right conjugate of a standard morphism generating an in nite word x, g(x) i s t h e i-th conjugate of x: As an application we generalize, to all the conjugates of F, W en and Wen's decomposition of the Fibonacci word F in singular words.
Introduction
A Sturmian word is an in nite binary word which contains exactly n + 1 distinct factors of length n for every positive integer n: These words have many characterizations and numerous properties. They are used in various elds of Mathematics such as symbolic dynamics or the study of continued fraction expansion, but also in Physics and, of course, in some domains of Computer Science as infography, formal languages theory, algorithms on words, combinatorics on words. For a wide description of various characterizations and properties of Sturmian words, as well as many references and historical remarks, see 1], chapter 2.
The best known example of Sturmian word is the Fibonacci word which has a lot of beautiful properties. In particular, in 7], the authors establish a decomposition of this word in what they call \singular words".
The Fibonacci word is generated by a morphism which is Sturmian, i.e., a morphism that preserves Sturmian words. It is proved in 3] that these morphisms are obtained by composing in any number and order three particular morphisms, but such a decomposition is in general not unique for a given Sturmian morphism (see 5]). Standard morphisms are a particular subset of Sturmian morphisms, using only two of the three particular morphisms. In 6] a n d 1 ], it is proved that any Sturmian morphism can be obtained as a right conjugate of a standard one.
Here, after a rst result (Lemma 2.2) with which we can compute the image of the word generated by a standard morphism when is applied a right conjugate of this morphism, we give a construction of Sturmian morphisms as right conjugates of standard ones which allows to associate to each Sturmian morphism a unique decomposition (Proposition 3.1). Using this , we compute the sequence of conjugates of a power of the Fibonacci morphism (Proposition 4.1) and then we extend the notion of singular words and of decomposition of the conjugates of the Fibonacci word in such factors (Theorem 4.6).
Preliminaries
The terminology and notations are mainly those of Lothaire, 2002 1] .
Let A be a nite set called alphabet and A the free monoid generated by A:
The elements of A are called letters and those of A are called words. T h e empty word " is the neutral element of A for the concatenation of words (the concatenation of two words u and v is the word uv), and we denote by A + the semigroup A n f "g: If u 2 A , then juj is the length of u (in particular j"j = 0 ) . The inverse w ;1 of a word w is de ned as follows: -" ;1 = ", -for any x 2 A x ;1 x = xx ;1 = ", -for any u 2 A and x 2 A, ( ux) ;1 = x ;1 u ;1 and (xu) ;1 = u ;1 x ;1 .
Remark that if w = uv then wv ;1 = u. A word w is called a factor (resp. a pre x) o f u if there exist words x y such that u = xwy (resp. u = wy). The factor (resp. the pre x) is proper if xy 6 = " (resp. y 6 = ").
An in nite word (or sequence) over A is an application a : I N ! A: It is written a = a 0 a 1 : : : a i : : :
The notion of factor is extended to in nite words as follows: a ( nite) word u is a factor (resp. pre x) of an in nite word a over A if there exist n 2 IN (resp. n = 0) and m 2 IN such that u = a n : : : a n+m : If a = ua 0 , u 2 A , t h e n u ;1 a = a 0 :
In what follows, we will consider morphisms on A: A morphism on A (in short morphism) is an application f : A ! A such that f(uv) = f(u)f(v) for all u v 2 A : It is uniquely determined by its value on the alphabet A: If w is a ( nite) word over A and f a morphism on A then f(w ;1 ) is de ned as f(w)] ;1 :
A morphism is prolongable on x 0 , x 0 2 A, if there exists u 2 A + such that f(x 0 ) = x 0 u: If, for all n 2 IN, the word f n (x 0 ) is a proper pre x of the word f n+1 (x 0 ) then the sequence (f n (x 0 )) n 0 converges to a unique in nite word x = x 0 uf(u)f 2 (u) : : : f n (u) : : : which is the limit of the sequence (f n (x 0 )) n 0 : We write x = f ! (x 0 ) and say that x is generated by f:
Sturmian words and morphisms
Let A = fa bg. A Sturmian word is an in nite word over A which contains exactly n + 1 distinct factors of length n for every positive integer n: A morphism f : A ! A is Sturmian if f(x) i s a Sturmian word whenever x is.
We de ne over A the following three morphisms:
We denote by Stthe monoid of Sturm, i.e., the set of all the morphisms obtained by composing ', ' and E in any number and order: St= fE ' 'g : A morphism is non trivial if it is di erent from E and Id A : A Sturmian morphism f is standard if f 2 f E 'g : Convention. With each decomposition of a Sturmian morphism g as g = g 1 g 2 g n with g i 2 f E ' 'g can be associated a word, also denoted by g, written over the alphabet fE ' 'g (here E ' ' are considered as letters): the word g is written as g 1 g 2 g n : In what follows, since there is no ambiguity, we will consider such a g either as the morphism, or as the associated word, and speak of the writing of a morphism. A morphism f has at most jf(ab)j di erent right conjugates (including itself when w = "). So all the right conjugates of f are given by words w such that jwj < jf(ab)j: When exists, the right conjugate obtained with such a w is called the jwj-th conjugate of f and denoted by f jwj : For a general study, see e.g. 4] .
Conjugate words and morphisms
We rst give a useful lemma. From 1], chapter 2, we know the following: when f is a non trivial standard morphism, the right conjugates f i exist for all 0 i < jf(ab)j, and are pairwise di erent. Moreover f i is a Sturmian morphism whenever f is a non trivial standard morphism, and f i is obtained by replacing some occurrences of ' by' in the decomposition of f over fE 'g: To end, the number of distinct right conjugates of a standard morphism f is jf(ab)j ; 1 (they are the morphisms f 0 to f jf(ab)j;2 ).
In this particular case (illustrated in the previous example), Lemma 2.2 is very interesting. It means that if f is a standard morphism which generates an in nite word x then the result of applying the i-th right conjugate f i of f to x only consists in deleting the rst i letters of x: it is not useful to know explicitly f i :
3 Computing the right conjugates of a standard morphism Our aim in this section is to realize a recursive construction of all the right conjugates of any given non trivial standard morphism. We know from 5] that, in St, the only non trivial generating relations are those of the set f'( 'E) k E'= '('E) k E' k 2 INg: This implies that a given Sturmian morphism can have many di erent decompositions over St, thus many di erent writings. Our rst aim is to realize a construction which allows to associate to each morphism of St a unique writing.
To do that we will make a recursive construction of the set of all the right conjugates of a standard morphism in order that two writings of the same morphism never occur together (in fact, it is not di cult to verify that a factor of the form'( 'E) k E'never appears in the writing that we obtain for the morphisms).
We recursively construct a sequence X f associated to a non trivial standard morphism f as follows: For any non negative integer n, j' n (a)j = f n and j' n (b)j = f n;1 where (f i ) i ;1 is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers: f ;1 = f 0 = 1 , f p+2 = f p+1 + f p p ; 1:
If n 1, the morphism ' n is of course a non trivial standard morphism. In this particular case, the construction realized in Section 3 gives the following: the sequence X ' n of all the right conjugates of ' n is recursively de ned by X ' = ( ' ') = ( ( ' 1 ) 0 (' 1 ) 1 ) and, for any n 2, X ' n = ( ( ' n;1 ) 0 ' (' n;1 ) 1 ' : : : (' n;1 ) fn;1;1 ' (' n;1 ) 0' (' n;1 ) 1' : : : (' n;1 ) fn;2' ) where (' n;1 ) i is the i-th right conjugate of ' n;1 (i.e., the i-th element of the sequence X ' n;1 ).
Consequently, one has the following particular case of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 4.1 For any n 1, X ' n is the ordered s e quence o f a l l t h e f n+1 ; 1 right conjugates of ' n : X ' n = ( ( ' n ) 0 (' n ) 1 : : : (' n ) fn+1;2 ): For the converse, i.e., given a Sturmian morphism g to determine the integer i such that g is the i-th right conjugate of some ' n , we have Lemma 4.2 Let g = g 0 : : : g n;1 with g j 2 f ' 'g, 0 j n ; 1 ( i.e., g is a right conjugate of ' n ):
Then g is the i-th right conjugate of ' n with i = P 0 j n;1jgj= ' f j : Consequently, to apply the k-th right conjugate of ' n , ( ' n ) k , t o F is equivalent to take the k-th conjugate of the word ' n (F): Remark that, since ' n has only f n+1 ; 1 di erent right conjugates (from 0 to f n+1 ; 2), if we want to remove a pre x of F of length k, it is necessary to consider (' n ) k with n large enough to ensure that k f n+1 ; 2:
Applying Corollary 4.4 to the decomposition of F in singular words, we obtain the following result which explains how to remove a pre x to this decomposition.
Proposition 4.5 Let k 2 IN, and let n 2 IN be such that k = f n+1 ; p with 2 p f n;1 + 1 : Then (' n ) k (F) = v ;1 w n;1 Q 1 j=n w j , where v is the pre x of w n;1 such that jvj = f n;1 + 1 ; p:
The rst values are: 
